
 

 

 

 

 

 

FRIDAY  Room A Room B Room C Room D Room E Room F  

10:00 - 12:00 
REPAIRING 

HORSES 
Jennifer Danza 

PINTOS & APPYS 
Karen Zorn 

HOW TO JUDGE 
A MODEL HORSE 

SHOW 
Lori Daniels  

ENGLISH BRIDLE  
LeeAnn Masters 

COLOR 
MATCHING FOR 
RESTORATION 
Nan Wagner 

 

 
HOW TO SHOW 
MODEL HORSES 

Liz Cory 

12:30 - 2:30 

 
JUST FOR KIDS 

PAINTING 
Jennifer Danza 

 

 
ETCHING 

Val Starcher 

WHAT A MODEL 
HORSE SHOW 

JUDGE... JUDGES 
Lori Daniels 

ENGLISH 
SADDLE 

Laura Lott 

CANVAS TOTE 
CREATIONS 
Jane Tilton 

 

HOW TO PHOTO 
SHOW MODEL 

HORSES 
Liz Cory 

3:00 - 5:00 

 
 PINOTS & 

PINTOS PAINTING  
(25+) 

Laura Thomson 

DREAM HORSE 
KIT 

Kristin Albert 

PAINTING YOUR 
HORSE  

Darian Buckles & 
Bonnie Robb  

INTRO TO 
CUSTOMIZING 
Mindy Young 

NO-SEW PONY 
POUCHES 
Jane Tilton 

 
REPAIRING 
PORCELAIN 

MODELS 
Lisa Esping 

SATURDAY Room A Room B Room C Room D Room E Room F 

10:00 - 12:00 
PASTELS 

Laura Thomson 

STALL 
DECORATION 

Sommer Prosser 
Lauren Hoeffer 

PAINTING YOUR 
HORSE  

Darian Buckles & 
Bonnie Robb  

ARABIAN 
HALTER 

Tiffany Purdy 
 

DRAFT HORSE 
HALTER 

Marcella Peyre-
Ferry 

 
 

CREATING A 
CAPARISON 

Didi Hornberger  
 

12:30 - 2:30 

MINIS ON 
PARADE! 

Kim Haymond 
Kathi Haymond 

SUNCATCHER 
STABLEMATES  

Sommer Prosser 

DAPPLES & 
DUNS : 

Starbursts, 
Stripes, and 

Pizzazz  
Darian Buckles & 

Bonnie Robb 

ADVANCED 
SCULPTING 

Morgen Kilbourn 

 
BREASTCOLLARS 

Dani Youdris  
 

 
 

PAINTING 
MICRO MINIS 
Christina Riley 

SUNDAY Room A Room B Room C Room D Room E Room F 

10:30-12:30 
CAROUSEL 

HORSES 
Laura Rock-Smith 

SUNCATCHER 
STABLEMATES – 

UNICORNS! 
Sommer Prosser 

SCULPTING 
Maggie Bennett 

 
CHRISTMAS 

ORNAMENTS 
Tina Dils 

 
 

ETCHING 
DECORATORS 
Lauren Hoeffer 

 
HOW TO HOST A 
MODEL HORSE 

SHOW 
Jamie Rott 



 

Advanced Sculpting  
Skill Level: Intermediate to Advanced 
A great class for adult sculptors! Take your sculpting to new levels! Focusing on biomechanics and anatomy, Morgen 
Kilbourn will bring each student through the intricacies of adding movement and detail to your sculptures. 

Arabian Halter  

Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate 
Work with Tiffany Purdy and learn how to make your own Arabian halter. Supplies and a Traditional-scale model are 
provided! 

Breastcollars 
Skill Level: Intermediate 
Join tack maker Dani Youdris as she guides you through making a police horse breastcollar for our Celebration Horse, 
Oliver!  Pair this workshop with our draft horse halter workshop, and you can make a halter for Oliver, too!  Don’t forget 
to bring your Oliver model to this workshop! 

Canvas Tote Creations 
Skill Level: Beginner - Intermediate 
Join Jane Tilton to create your own horse-inspired canvas tote bag! Jane will walk you through how to paint your own 
canvas tote creation. Starter tote bag with line art will be provided. Take home your artwork and a Classics scale model. 

Carousel Horses 
Skill Level: Intermediate to Advanced 
Create your own realistic carousel horse with Laura Rock-Smith using a Breyer Classics scale model.  Attendees will learn 
about the basic history of American Carousels during their Golden Age as they work on learning the basics of sculpting 
trappings including draping and saddle making.  In addition attendees will learn how to set jewels to make their creation 
sparkle.  If time permits some advance trapping skills will be demonstrated.   
 
Christmas Ornaments 
Skill Level: Beginner 
Join Tina Dils to get a jump start on your holidays with our Christmas in July workshop! Learn how to incorporate your 
favorite Breyer Stablemates® models into festive ornaments.  
 
Color Matching for Restoration 
Skill Level: Beginner to Advanced 
This workshop lead by Nan Wagner offers step-by-step instruction and hands-on interaction to help you understand 
basic color theory and how it applies to repairing your favorite models accurately.   



 
Creating a Caparison 
Skill Level: Intermediate to Advanced 
Join Didi Hornberger as she takes you back in time to work with the horse heroes of the middles ages!  Participants will 
learn how to create a beautiful caparison for a Traditional scale model, which will be provided. 
 
Dapple and Duns: Starbursts, Stripes and Pizzazz 
Skill Level: Intermediate 
Come paint a horse with us! Learn several techniques for adding pizzazz to your model. Dappling types and dun factors 
will be covered. Everyone will take a turn using the airbrush to see how this tool works. Colors, techniques and 
conformation will be discussed as well as preparation techniques needed to complete a quality painted model.  
 

 
Draft Horse Halter 
Skill Level: Intermediate 
Designed to be constructed on this year’s Celebration Horse, Oliver, tack maker Marcella Peyre-Ferry will guide you 
through the process of making a halter for your draft horse.  Pair this workshop with our Breastcollars workshop, where 
you’ll make Olivers police breastcollar, too!  Don’t forget to bring your Oliver model to this workshop! 

Dream Horse Kit 
Skill Level: Beginner 
Students will work alongside Kristin Albert as she guides them through this fun kit for painting a model horse and adding 
a mohair mane and tail. Each student gets his or her own kit including a Breyer Classics scale model horse! 

English Bridle  

Skill Level: Beginner to Advanced 

Learn the ins and outs of tack making with LeeAnn Masters as she teaches you how to create your very own decorated 
English bridle on a Traditional scale model, which will be provided.  Pair this workshop with our English Saddle 
workshop, which follows it. (Both English Bridle and English Saddle will be working with the same model.) 
 
English Saddle 
Skill Level: Beginner to Advanced 
Hobbyist Laura Lott will guide you through the process of making an English saddle for a Traditional scale horse.  Pair this 
workshop with English Bridle for the full experience! (Both English Bridle and English Saddle will be working with the 
same model.) 

Etching 
Skill Level: Intermediate to Advanced 
Work alongside Val Starcher to learn how to add detail and intrigue to your favorite model horse. Due to the use of 
sharp objects, this workshop is limited to intermediate to advanced students. 

Etching Decorators 
Skill Level: Intermediate to Advanced 
Work alongside hobbyist Lauren Hoeffer to learn how to etch your model in the decorator style. Due to the use of sharp 
objects, this workshop is limited to intermediate to advanced students. 
 
How to Host a Model Horse Show 
Skill Level: Beginner to Advanced 
Join seasoned professional in the model horse showing world Jamie Rott as she takes you through the process of hosting 
your own model horse show.  Learn how to coordinate the details, find judges, and set up your show in this fun class! 
 



How to Judge a Model Horse Show  
Skill Level: Intermediate to advanced – geared towards participants 13 + 
Join seasoned Model Horse Show Judge Lori Daniels as she takes you through the process of judging a model horse 
show.  Learn how to judge halter and performance, correct conformation, coloring, and breed.  This informative 
workshop is geared towards both judges and showers. 
 

How to Photo Show Model Horses 
Skill Level: Beginner to Advanced 
Did you know that you can show your horses anywhere, anytime, through photo showing? Liz Isham Cory's hands-on 
workshop will give you valuable hints and tips on choosing your show string and showing them to their best advantage. 
Bring your camera and your own model (limit one) for some time in our photo booth! 
 
 
How to Show Model Horses 
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate 

Liz Isham Cory's hands-on showing tutorial takes model horse collecting to a whole new level! Learn what makes models 
stand out from the crowd. Find out how to spot a winner in your collection! Do you have a model that you need help 
assigning a breed to, or are not sure why it does not place well? Bring your model (limit one) and receive guidance! 

Introduction to Customizing  
Skill Level: Beginner 
Ever wanted to try your hand at customizing but didn't know where to start? Let Mindy Young get you started! Using 
Stablemates® models, try your hand at customizing your first horse. 

Just for Kids! Painting  
Skill Level: Intermediate, 10 & Up 
Join Jenn Danza and create your own model masterpiece! This class is for kids ages 10 and up who want to learn 
advanced skills for painting their own model horses. Classics model included. 

Minis on Parade!  
Skill Level: Beginner to Advanced 
Join Kim and Kathi in celebrating your favorite horse heroes with a parade.  Participants will build a Stablemate scale 
parade scene complete with street base, float, and decorations.  Participants will also learn about parade classes and 
receive reference material to help give them an edge at the next show. 

No-Sew Pony Pouches  
Skill Level: Beginner 
Jane Tilton is back with this fun workshop for beginners! You'll learn how to create your own no-sew pony pouch to 
safely transport your favorite model. You'll be able to customize your creation as well! Traditional model is also 
included. 

Painting a Micro Mini 
Skill Level: Intermediate 
Learn how to paint realistic white markings and patterns in Micro Mini Scale with Christina Riley! Your choice of 
appaloosa, pinto or just basic white markings. Christina will share her techniques and secrets painting in this scale and 
the best way to achieve realistic, in-scale white patterns on micro horses with or without mapping! You will receive an 
instructional print out which includes a supply list of her favorite materials as well as her favorite brush to use for the 
class and to take home with you. 
 
 



Painting Your Horse 
Skill Level: Beginner - Intermediate 
Offered both Friday afternoon and Saturday morning!  Come paint a horse with us! Learn a variety of shading 
techniques, including blocking, dry brush and sponging. Take a turn on the airbrush to get an idea of what this tool can 
do. Colors, techniques and confirmation will be discussed as well as preparation techniques needed to complete a 
quality painted model. 

Pastels 
Skill Level: Intermediate, 10 & Up 
Pastels are a great way to layer soft, realistic colors on your model horse and add shading and detail. Laura Thomson 
demonstrates the techniques for using these chalks including how to make them stay on when you're through. 

Pinots & Pintos Painting 
Skill level: Adults 25 and over ONLY.  ID will be checked 
You read that right! Our very first wine and painting workshop at BreyerFest!  Enjoy a glass of pinot as Laura Thomson 
guides you through this fun painting project.  Drink tickets will be distributed to attendees to be redeemed at this 
workshop’s very own bar. 
 
Pinto and Appaloosas Painting 101 
Skill Set: Beginner to Intermediate 
Learn how to create perfect spots and dots on your custom models with artist Karen Zorn! You learn how to create the 
perfect mottling on an Appaloosa and discover the difference between an Overo and Tobiano in this fun class! 

Repairing Horses 
Skill Level: Beginner - Advanced 
Think of it as plastic surgery for your models! This hands-on class will walk you through the methods of repairing a 
broken leg, ear or tail. Class requires use of glue, sculpting epoxy and motor tools. 

Repairing Porcelain Models 
Skill Level: Beginner – Intermediate to Advanced 
Join hobbyist Lisa Esping as she guides you through the repair of your most fragile porcelain and china models.  If you 
have a broken model or ornament at home, please feel free to bring it, but a model will be provided.  This class is limited 
to more advanced students, due to the types of adhesives being used. 

Sculpting  
Skill Level: Beginner 
Learn to sculpt with hobbyist Maggie Bennett! Students will learn the basics from armature to final figurine. 

Stall Decoration 
Skill Level: Beginner to Advanced, ages 9+ 
Paint and assemble a wooden stall for your “Classics” scale horses!  Students will receive Breyer’s “Hilltop Stable” Barn 
Kit, which features sliding doors and three windows.  Horse stall will be painted with acrylics, and put together in 
class.  Students will also get fun and creative ideas on how to customize their barn even more when they get 
home.  Perfect class for kids 9+ and adults, or younger kids with some parental assistance.   

Suncatcher Stablemates 
Skill Level: Beginner to Advanced 
Using glass paint and clear Stablemates models, create unique suncatchers with a translucent finish with hobby expert 
Sommer Prosser.   We’ve livened this year’s workshop up with some new molds! 



Suncatcher Stablemates – Unicorns! 
Skill Level: Beginner to Advanced 
Using glass paint and Breyer’s brand new clear Stablemates Unicorn models, create unique suncatchers with a 
translucent finish with hobby expert Sommer Prosser.   

What a Model Horse Show Judge…Judges. 
Skill Level: Beginner - geared towards kids 13 and under 
This workshop is great for younger showers who are just getting started in the world of model horse showing!  Seasoned 
Model Horse Show Judge Lori Daniels will take you through how to show your Breyer models. Discover what to do, how 
to do it, and all the little details from filling out an entry to packing up for the show!   
 
Please note: schedule is subject to change. Confirmation emails will no longer be sent to participants.  Please print 
your receipt as proof of your registration. 


